
WEEK 6 (CHAPTER 4, 5 & 6) 
CHAPTER 4 – MEASUREMENT OF CREDIT RISK 
 
Credit exposures have to be analysed through different factors: 

1. Exposure: amount of money at risk 
2. Default probability: probability of default 
3. Recovery rate: Amount of money relative to exposure that can be recovered (in case of default) 
4. Tenor: Time period in which some/all of money is outstanding 

 
Exposure 
- Potential maximum $ that could be lost in case of default. 
 
Issues with choosing exposure number: (1) Being conservative and avoiding surprises by using a high exposure 
number has the advantage of rarely underestimating exposure. But expensive and length process (reports, 
present to senior management, third-party data, etc) to establish credit limit. (2) If do not correspond to actual 
business/revenue, using these resources can’t be justified. (3) Business opportunities can be lost (i.e. reject 
deals due to lack of available capacity). 
 
3 concepts to set exposure numbers: 

 
 

1) GE = Gross exposure (worst case scenario – absolute amount at risk [with exceptions where not worst 
cast]). GE = amount of money due by the counterparty = money at risk in case of bankruptcy.  
Eg: Company A sells $100 worth of goods, corresponding GE is value of trade receivable $100.  
- Time dimension: loan made to borrower for 2 years is more risky than same loan for 1 year. Problem is 
solved by tenor-based exposure. 
 

2) NE = Net exposure (GE – amount of collateral pledged). Idea is that if entity has collateral to secure 
transaction, GE should be adjusted to reflect the fact that sale of collateral assets would reduce credit 
loss. 
However, have to be careful with real value of collateral and consider 4 fundamental checklist items: 
a) Who owns collateral in case of bankruptcy? (What if more than one creditor claims ownership? 

Collateral should have only one clear owner) 
b) Can collateral be valued? (Unless collateral is cash, valuation is challenging. Assets fluctuate and the 

haircut applied must be applied. Overestimating collateral’s value = underestimated credit risk 
amount) 

c) Can collateral be sold? (Collateral should be liquid and sold easily e.g. real estate.) 
d) Is collateral correlated with the underlying exposure? (If yes, collateral can be worthless. E.g. 

subsidiary using parent company shares as collateral, but subsidiary default could = parent company 
default too.) 
 

3) AE = Adjusted exposure (AE = NE x expected usage given default (UGD)). AE also called exposure at 
default (EAD). UGD (Usage given default) considers expected rate of utilization of facility in case of 
bankruptcy. If creditor has data showing credit facility utilization is below full amount most of the time, 
can be reasonable to lower NE. 



 
Challenge = How to allocate credit exposure? Banks usually adjust based on borrowing history of client/similar 
clients. Standard: 20% usage assumption.  
Decision is hard to make for several reasons: 
- Borrowers can draw at any time at no cost (except interest rate) – so behaviour is unpredictable. If suddenly 
business want to finance acquisition and draw 100% of line, credit exposure would increase suddenly. 
- Long tenors eg 10 year loans - Borrower circumstances can change. 
 
Default probability 
- likelihood that counterparty will default during future time period. 
 
Two step process: 

1) Analyse counterparty’s financial strength and assign rating to it] 
2) Using historical data, observe default frequency of entities with similar ratings. 

 
Rating of counterparty 
- Using own internal risk assessment team or external rating agencies. 
 
S&P risk factors for corporate ratings: 
BUSINESS RISK Factors: Country risk, industry characteristics, Company position, Profitability (peer group 
comparison) 
FINANCIAL RISK Factors: Accounting, Governance (risk tolerance, financial policy), Cash-flow adequacy, Capital 
structure, Liquidity 
 
Using historical data 
Once counterparty assigned a rating, deduce probability of default (PD) by observing historical default frequency 
(made available by rating agencies) of companies with same rating. 
 
Recovery rate 
- Amount of money recovered upon default (expressed as % of GE) 
 
LGD = Loss Given Default = 1 – Recovery rate 
 
Major influence that influence amount of recovery: 

1) Value of underlying assets at time of default 
2) Seniority of claims (Some financial instruments receive their share in priority. The more senior the 

creditor, the greater the recovery) 
3) Collateral/security (Unsecured? Secured? some loans benefit from a lien on assets (held till repayment). 

Affects amount expected to be lost on default because firms can take more exposure to these highly 
secured transactions than to unsecured loans.) 

 
Recovery rates estimated with historical data – published by rating agencies.  
 
The Tenor 
- Risk managers don’t like long-term transactions because (1) Long term financial strength of borrower hard to 
predict. (2) Default probability increases over time. 
 
EXPECTED LOSS 
- Expected loss provides a number that takes into account the exposure, default probability and recovery rate 
(Figure 5). 
- Good for pricing transactions and has an important role in portfolio management. 
 



 
 
However, a single statistic cannot predict the loss behaviour of any transaction. 
 
Direct vs Contingent Exposure – bank’s exposure to loan (direct) same as to letter of credit/guarantee 
(contingent)?  
 
CHAPTER 5 – DYNAMIC CREDIT EXPOSURE 
 
Dynamic credit exposure: Financial arrangements that generate credit exposure that change over time (e.g. 
fluctuates with value of underlying asset) 
Key features: (1) Involve transactions of financial instruments (forex, interest rates, commodities). (2) Long tenor. 
(3) In some cases, no exchange of cash/goods upfront. (4) Both parties commit to make payment/trade in future, 
at terms determined in advance. 
 
Long term supply agreements 
- One party commits to sell product (e.g. oil or sugar) for a long period of time and another one committing to 
accept deliveries and make payments.  
- Set at fixed price and for time period. 

 
This is like a call option because there is unlimited potential credit risk exposure (the price of underlying good can 
increase infinitely against the fixed price set in the long term supply contract).  
 
Derivative products: financial instruments used to hedge against risk or speculate on price movements. (eg 
Interest rate swap – parties exchange LIBOR floating interest rate). RISK: counterparty default. 
Economic value of a contract 
- The amount of money that can be lost any time = cost to replace a defaulted counterparty. 
[Credit risk exposure = Replacement cost of the counterparty] 
 
This replacement cost is known as MTM (Mark to market) value of transaction: corresponds to valuation of credit 
risk any time, taking into account current market conditions. 
3 major parameters that influence MTM value of contract (and thus credit risk it generates): 

1) Predetermined conditions of contract (e.g. $3 per gallon) 


